1 It is not clear whether this regionalisation only came into existence at this time, or whether it existed earlier, i.e., already perhaps in Dyn. 21, but only became clear in the sources at this time (the most important sources are the donation stelae, and these only become abundant from later Dyn. 22, being totally absent in Dyn. 21). It is probable that there were at least incipient developments in this direction, which became more strongly expressed later.
2 In fact, this division led to different cursive scripts used in the administration: the "anormal" hieratic in UE, and "Demotic" in LE. 3 surviving from this period. As a rule-in contrast to the NK 9 -we lack a continuous series (or even relatively complete chain) of dates for any given sovereign, and thus by no means can we confidently suggest that the highest known date for any reign reflects its actual length. Given this paucity of dates, the chronology of this era is imprecise and uncertain in many respects.
The actual means of dating was presumably the same as that of the NK, 10 as is suggested by the dates from one Serapeum stela. 11 These affirm that an apis bull, born in year 28 of Shoshenq III, was introduced on 1/II/Akhet of the same year: if the year began on 1/I/Akhet, the Apis would have been a month old at the most-and this is highly unlikely. 12 Furthermore, his predecessor was buried in the same year, 13 and there are generally several months between the burial of the previous Apis and the introduction of the new one. 14 It follows that the regnal year still began with the accession of the king; unfortunately, there are no surviving accession dates for the TIP.
The Rulers of Unified Egypt of Early Dyn. 22
According to Manetho, following Africanus, Dyn. 22 consisted of 9 kings from Bubastis who ruled for 120 years: Sesonchis (21 years), Osorthon (15), three others (25), Takelotis (13) and three more (42).
15
The family tree in the Serapeum stela of Pasenhor from year 37 of Shoshenq V (' # -¢pr-R' ) 16 includes a reference to a King Osorkon who ruled six generations earlier, whose father, grandfather and greatgrandfather were kings named Takelot, Osorkon und Shoshenq, while their forefathers were not kings, but rather Libyan princes. The nonroyal origins of the earliest named king, Shoshenq, the exact correspondence of the names of the kings with those listed by Manetho for
